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Help for GP 
practices

Get the green light for assessing practice data quality  
with PRIMIS Data Quality Indicators
The PRIMIS Data Quality Indicators (PDQI) quality 
improvement tool provides a complete system for 
assessing, improving, reporting and assuring the 
quality of electronic patient records. 

PDQI includes:

 ✓ a comprehensive set of data quality indicators 
providing a wide-ranging assessment of data 
quality

 ✓ CHART quality improvement tool to help GP 
practices easily extract, analyse and review their 
patient data against each of the data quality 
indicators

 ✓ CHART Online practice report providing an 
overall score of data quality with feedback 
tailored to individual practice performance

 ✓ linked training and support resources to help 
practices improve the quality of data held in 
their patient records

 ✓ CHART Online Clinical Commissioning Group 
(CCG) report enabling CCGs to understand 
the quality of patient records across their 
locality and rank practices in accordance to 
their data quality performance

Meaningful data in an 
easy-to-interpret format

 ✓ data quality can be reviewed at patient, practice 
and CCG level enabling the development of 
multi-layered improvement strategies

 ✓ over 60 data quality indicators covering four 
dimensions of data quality including:

 � diagnosis information

 � significant information

 � information detail

 � inappropriate information

 ✓ indicators that extend beyond what’s 
reported by QOF, providing a comprehensive 
assessment of data quality

 ✓ practice and CCG reports that can be viewed 
online or downloaded as a record of data quality 
performance

 ✓ traffic light indicators let you identify successes 
and weakness in data quality at a glance

Benefits
 ✓ get a thorough, holistic look at the quality of 

patient records

 ✓ map and plan how to improve data quality over 
time

 ✓ a comprehensive system enabling clinical data 
to be assessed, improved and reported at 
patient, practice and CCG level

 ✓ improved confidence in using clinical data to 
make safe and effective decisions at patient and 
population level

 ✓ provides supporting evidence for quality 
initiatives and Care Quality Commission (CQC) 
practice visits

 ✓ practices and CCGs can assure and promote 
the quality of their patient records

 ✓ useful to assess readiness for major initiatives

 ✓ a ground-breaking scoring mechanism that 
enables data quality to be quantified for the 
first time

Contact PRIMIS

enquiries@primis.nottingham.ac.uk

0115 846 6420

nottingham.ac.uk/primismaking clinical data work

Latest Practice Score

Diagnosis Information Mean scores Quartiles*
Score CCG Overall CCG Overall

drugs vs diagnosis 87.3 86.4 1 2

history of vs diagnosis 98.6 95.9 1 1

proxy vs diagnosis 93.7 93.3 2 3

recorded prevalence 78.4 62.6 2 1

Significant Information Mean scores Quartiles*
Score CCG Overall CCG Overall

significant clinical information 75.0 54.6 2 2

significant individual information 50.0 45.8 2 4

Information Detail Mean scores Quartiles*
Score CCG Overall CCG Overall

information detail 45.8 49.0 1 2

granularity 50.0 48.6 1 1

Inaccurate Information Mean scores Quartiles*
Score CCG Overall CCG Overall

frequency¹ 90.0 71.3 2 2

inappropriate codes 53.6 58.3 2 3

* Quartile 1 comprises practices in the top 25% when ranked by score
¹ Frequency does not contribute to the overall practice score at present (see note on p2)
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Topic: Drugs vs Diagnosis

The aim of the eleven indicators in this topic is to examine whether GP 
practices record a reason (a diagnosis) for prescribing certain drugs. The drugs 
have been selected so that, as far as possible, they are only prescribed for one 
condition. There should be a close correlation between the number of people 
prescribed the drug and the number with the main indication. These indicators 
are a good measure of the completeness of GP practice patient records.

For each indicator in this topic, the number of patients who are currently being 
prescribed the drug, who also have a corresponding diagnostic Read code, is 
shown against the total number of patients currently prescribed the drug.

Mean scores
Score Data CCG Overall

digoxin vs AF/HF 33/33 95.0 92.6

allopurinol or colchicine vs gout 74/84 87.8 89.5

tiotropium vs COPD 141/153 86.0 86.0

calcipotriol vs psoriasis 40/44 93.5 92.1

5-ASA derivatives vs inflammatory bowel disease 24/25 91.0 84.6

anti-Parkinsonian drugs vs Parkinson's 9/10 91.8 90.7

anticholinergics vs urinary incontinence 87/96 74.5 73.9

tamoxifen vs breast cancer or female infertility 9/11 97.4 88.9

carbimazole vs thyrotoxicosis 10/10 90.4 89.5

anti-dementia drugs vs dementia 4/4 72.5 71.9

anti-arrhythmics vs cardiac arrhythmias 12/13 90.7 85.5

Feedback

The overall topic score for this practice is 92.5% which is above the CCG mean (88.1%) and above the 
overall mean (86.4%).

There is one indicator where the numbers are very small – this is included in calculating the overall topic 
score but its weighting is reduced to prevent undue influence from small numbers in the overall score.

In some parts of the country anti-dementia drugs are prescribed exclusively by secondary care and this 
may explain why the number of patients on these drugs appears to be low. It is good clinical practice to 
record significant medication that is prescribed outside the practice on the clinical system. 
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Example practice report details from PDQI


